
Vintage 2018
The big dependency every year is Mother Nature. She has the whip hand. She decides how the world will interpret our vineyard and
the effort that goes into it. A monumental force, she is the planets governess. Gratefully she was in a good mood in 2018, although
she need not be, we’ve been mean to her. It was a season without fault, or if there were faults, they were small blemishes, not lesions
that needed sutures. It would have to be one of the best seasons we have experienced. Really good rainfall through late winter and
into spring set the year up. There were a few timely summer rains without too much heat, and then cooled down perfectly for the
late ripening season. Text book vintage and the wines show it. Picking was mostly at our leisure, with an abundance, in all facets, that
make great red wine. Colours are mesmerising, aroma’s intoxicating, and palate structure that is beyond the perfect script.
Regrettably there aren’t enough of these seasons and the wines they fashion. Our Earths Mum is cranky and restless, she might not
be so forgiving in the future.

In the vineyard
Every action we do in the vineyard is in response to Mother Nature. In 2018, now with close to 20 years of Regenerative Farming, our
responses are easy and efficient. he soils were fixed with gentle and sympathetic amelioration, restoring and paying overdue
interest. Over the years we are reaping benefits that are hard to measure but easy to taste. Our thoughtful interventions supporting
and enhancing our wise vinifera resource.

Winemaking
Each year the process of winemaking reflects Mother Nature – and Mother Nature served up a treat in 2018. Given the age of the
vines, now seeing their 125th vintage (an epic milestone), we always harvest by hand. This year we saw fairly normal crop loads at
harvest, in line with our long term averages, 25 Hl/Ha. Once the fruit reached the winery, about ten metres from the vineyard, the
fruit is de-stemmed but not crushed. We use natural yeast to inoculate. These wild yeasts are returned the wild once fermentation is
completed, which was around ten days, with remontage (pump overs) 2-3 times a day. The wine is pressed and racked into
barriques, 80% new Burgundian, medium grained Allier. Malo Lactic fermentation occurs in barrel, typically at 30-40 days, after
which the wine is racked and return to barrel for 12-16 months. The wine is bottled unfined, unfiltered through a screen. Bottled
under cork using One by One screened corks and wax finished.

Technical
Varietal(s): 100% Shiraz

Vineyard: Nuriootpa

Oak: French

Barrel size: Barrique

Clone: Old Bastard

Vines: 125, Planted 1893

Soils: Loam over clay

GI: Barossa Valley

pH: 3.49

RS: 0.5 g/l

TA: 6.00

Alc: 14.5%

Tasting notes
Colour: Ruby red, purple through to maroon

Nose: Ticking all the dark berry’s, Blackberry, Mulberry, Blueberry, Raspberry with hints of plum. Delightful layers of mocha and spice
from the extra tight grain oak fills the glass.

Palate: In two words ‘mouth’ – ‘filling’. The brilliant 2018 vintage has delivered a timeless and generous Old Bastard. The palate
opens with an abundance of bright dark berries and tight chalky tannins with layers of mocha, coffee and chocolate. As always the
wine is completely in balance. The finish is long and firm. The gift that keeps on giving.

The preferred closure for Kaesler premium and luxury wines is cork. One by One have designed a fully automated

process that is based on cutting edge technology whereby the corks pass through a gas phase spectroscopy

system and each stopper is inspected individually to detect any trace of TCA. Kaesler and One by One provide a

guaranty that our wines will not show any signs of TCA.
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Pricing
LUC $152.65 | RRP $260.00



Old Bastard 2018
The release of the 2018 Old Bastard celebrates the 125th Anniversary of the vineyard. An
incredible milestone for any vigneron. The Old Bastard name given to the wine is in honour of
these gnarly old vines. Nurturing these beautiful old vines presents challenges each year and with
a combination of regenerative farming practices, two decades working the vineyard and a deep
respect for Mother Nature, spectacular wines will be made.

Regenerative Farming
It wasn’t until 2018 when we found a name for the agricultural focus we had been practicing,
Regenerative Farming. Until then it had been an unconscious practice, driven by our viticulturist
and winemakers who are obsessed with leaving the land in better condition than they found it. It’s
a process that has been constantly evolving for close to 20 years. It’s more than Sustainability. The
result isn’t to sustain the environment; it is to improve it.
Example of Regenerative Farming in the Old Bastard vineyard. In 2002 soil testing showed organic
carbon of 0.3%, now due to our regenerative farming practices we have increased that to 1.4%, by
introducing permanent pastures and widening the crop from a traditional size by one metre. This is
a massive improvement. Despite each year the vines depleting the carbon, we managed in remove
carbon from the atmosphere and return it to the soil.

LANGTONS CLASSIFICATION – OUTSTANDING
The best of Australian winemaking practices, vineyard provenance and regional voice.
The Old Bastard – One of 46 wines featured in this classification.

97 points. Nick Stock.
From a single parcel of 1893 vines on the estate. Very deep blackberry, blueberry and dark-plum aromas
here with plenty of sweetly spiced oak that’s already integrated. The palate has a very rich, open and soft
feel with long tannins winding the finish out very long. Blue fruit and blackcurrants with a striking, blood
plum-flavored finish. Drink or hold.

97 points. Huon Hooke
Deep, dark red-purple colour. The bouquet showing sweet red and black licorice, mocha and plum
conserve aromas, sweet squishy blackberry as well, the oak evident but well harmonised even at this
tender age. The palate is very full-bodied, powerful, concentrated and penetrating. Mocha and bitter
dark chocolate on the palate, which is tremendously intense and long. A cracking wine with a big future.
(Vines planted in 1893, so 125 old this vintage. 90% new oak).

95 points The Wine Front, Mike Bennie
Lush, supple, rich and yet fresh feeling. Choc-berries, soft though, some cocoa powder, choc-liquorice,
saline minerally notes, feathery tannins and bright acidity. It rolls with authority, a sense of vibrancy, lift,
long and fine. Elegant and a sense of reserve, wonderful, silky texture. Quite the triumph. 95 points, 2021-
2040

95 Points The Wine Pilot, Angus Hughson
I don’t know if it is the name, or the label, but the Old Bastard Shiraz certainly has a reputation as being
one of those BIG Barossans. But I sense a change in 2018, and a move to more understated wines, yet still
with that Kaesler generosity of fruit. Bold but sleek at the same time, it still comes from the same spot –
vines that celebrated their 125th birthday in 2018, which are located just behind the winery outside of
Nuriootpa.
It is deep ruby in colour but not black as night and opens up with quite savoury aromatics – meaty, tarry,
liquorice scented fruits freshened by dark cherry. There is a good dose of very classy oak in the mix too
which sits comfortably with that fruit. The palate then shows layers of dense, darker fruits supported by
moderate tannins to provide a long and balanced finish. There is an inner-strength to this wine, which is
probably a little young right now, that provides plenty of ageing potential for those that can keep their
hands off it. Angus Hughson
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